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BEST PRACTICE
The New York City Department of Investigation’s (DOI’s) comprehensive approach to combating corruption consists of
stopping corruption through investigations and arrests; educating key stakeholders about the City’s anti-corruption efforts
through a robust corruption prevention lecture program; and fixing procedural vulnerabilities in City agencies identified
during DOI investigations. DOI issues recommendations to City agencies in the wake of investigations that are designed to
avoid recurrence of the same types of problems that enabled the fraud to take place and are powerful tools for agency
improvement. They are so significant that in 2007 DOI formalized the practice into the “Policy and Procedure
Recommendation (PPR) Program” by appointing a staff member to track the recommendations made by all DOI
Inspectors General (IGs) issued to the 45 City agencies they collectively oversee.
The role of the PPR coordinator at DOI is to ensure that the IG makes each recommendation in writing and receives a
response about implementation from the subject City agency. The PPR Program provides a concrete assurance that the
recommendation will be memorialized and responded to, and is another means by which DOI measures the work it does. A
recommendation includes both a detailed description of the extent of the problem uncovered and, because the investigation
affords DOI the opportunity to learn a great deal about the matter, a suggestion for remediation. Recommendations may
range from better fiscal controls in a division of an agency to changes that could impact public safety. Some
recommendations are made to multiple agencies under circumstances where they have interconnecting roles.
DOI’s PPR Program has made an enormous impact; from 2002 to the publication of this report, DOI’s IGs have issued a total
of 2,730 policy and procedure recommendations throughout City agencies on a wide variety of topics, with the majority of
them being implemented to date. We believe that is good government.

ISSUE
Tracking procedural recommendations and cataloguing responses allows DOI to measure its impact and record
improvements implemented across City agencies. If an agency does not implement a recommendation, DOI requires the
agency to set forth its reasons and whether it has implemented an alternative policy or procedure to address the problem
identified in the DOI investigation. This program allows DOI to document observations made during investigations, make
remedial recommendations to the City agencies, and track their implementation. In this way, DOI does much more than
make arrests.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the PPR Program is to strengthen City agency operations, spur change where it is needed and prevent the
recurrence of corruption vulnerabilities found through DOI investigations.

IMPLEMENTATION
DOI’s mission has long included issuing recommendations to cure operational deficiencies or vulnerabilities found during its
investigations. Prior to 2007, however, the agency did not formally make all recommendations in writing and did not track
either the recommendations or their implementation in a centralized way. There was not a comprehensive and clear record
of the outcomes of problems identified and DOI’s recommendations for specific changes that had been made to various City
agencies.
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In 2006-2007, DOI noticed fraud cases in City agencies where there had been similar previous frauds and where DOI had
made prior suggestions about procedural changes. Therefore, DOI strengthened its efforts in this area and instituted what
became the more formalized PPR Program. In 2007, DOI hired an experienced analyst who compiled a historical record of
all recommendations DOI had made since 2002 to aid its understanding of corruption vulnerabilities already identified at City
agencies. This effort was organized by the PPR coordinator hired specifically for this program and enlisted all IGs in
accumulating several years’ worth of PPRs. The PPR coordinator then sent a memo to each of the IGs requesting a full
accounting of the PPRs issued since 2002 and created a central tracking system for DOI going forward.
To ensure the process was uniform among the IGs, the PPR coordinator prepared a basic summary sheet in which IGs log in
PPRs with common information such as the case name and number, the agency and unit involved, a summary of the
investigation and each recommendation or PPR made, the date the PPR was made, when the PPR was implemented, and if it
was not, an explanation as to why. These summaries are filed with the PPR coordinator, who then organizes the PPRs by
individual City agency and year. (A copy of a blank PPR log in sheet follows this report). The program was so successful that
DOI then incorporated PPR data into its measured outputs or “indicators” in the annual Mayor’s Management Report
(MMR), which is a Citywide report on the performance of all agencies in a wide variety of categories.

COST
The PPR program is administered by a coordinator and a staff analyst who run DOI’s Central Data Unit (CDU), which is
responsible for compiling agency statistics on significant indices that are due throughout the year in the form of various
reports and public testimony. Other categories that are tracked and measured by CDU include arrests, complaints received,
cases opened and closed, and financial recoveries from investigations. The goal of releasing information to the public is to
make the work of DOI transparent and well-known, instilling confidence that DOI is a robust, independent watchdog. That,
in turn, triggers additional people to contact DOI on a continuing basis.

RESULTS AND EVALUATION
PPRs are an important measure for IGs. The number, type and implementation of those PPRs are reviewed at DOI’s weekly
CompStat meeting, attended by DOI executives and all IGs. At this meeting one IG gives a comprehensive presentation on
matters in his or her unit. Discussions at CompStat about PPRs help DOI identify common corruption problems across
agency lines, changes that DOI recommended and the effectiveness of those solutions. The PPR Program, in combination
with the CompStat program, enhances DOI’s ability to spot potential issues among City agencies and proactively trigger the
issuance of the same recommendation to multiple agencies even before a vulnerability becomes a corruption case.
As a result of this centralized tracking program, DOI can view PPRs comprehensively across all IG units and understand the
impact they have at agencies. For instance, DOI conducted an investigation regarding the advent of bogus online educational
degrees that had been submitted by individuals to gain either competitive and sought-after positions or valuable promotions.
DOI issued a public report discussing 14 cases where individuals submitted such diplomas to the City’s Fire Department. The
report included a discussion of the means by which the individuals obtained these seemingly authentic degrees, the deceptive
practices utilized by the online entities, the undercover investigation undertaken by DOI, and PPRs to strengthen the Fire
Department’s degree verification process. Given that other City agencies hire and promote employees and could fall victim
to the same online degree scam, DOI issued the same PPRs to other City agencies. Later that same year, because DOI’s
recommendations had been implemented, the Fire Department knew what to look for and became suspicious of educational
degrees submitted by a total of six job applicants. Those cases were referred to DOI for investigative action; in all six cases
the degrees submitted were fraudulent and criminal referrals were made.
Other recommendations implemented also serve as illustrations. For example, as a result of a DOI investigation into the
illegal sale of mobile food vending permits, the City’s Health Department adopted a new procedure recommended by DOI
that requires legitimate permit and license holders to appear in person before Health Department representatives during the
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permit inspection and license renewal processes. The corrective action stemming from PPRs reduces the opportunity for
illegal operators to pass themselves off as legitimate permit and license holders and gives the City more direct scrutiny of
permit and license recipients.
As a result of a series of PPRs issued by DOI regarding violence in the City’s adolescent jail facility, the City’s Department of
Correction increased supervision, video surveillance and staffing to monitor and identify unsafe activities.
These and many other successful recommendations borne from DOI investigations illustrate the progress that can be made
as a result of the PPR program and when City agencies work together to address seemingly intractable corruption-related
problems.
The advent of a formalized PPR Program contributed to a dramatic increase – nearly 16% – in the number of PPRs
implemented (see table below). From 2002 to May 2012, DOI issued 2,730 PPRs on a variety of corruption vulnerability
issues, and 77% of those recommendations were implemented, with the remainder in process and/or under review. In
addition, the number of PPRs implemented after DOI began to formally track them significantly increased, as illustrated in the
below table.

Number of PPRs Issued and Implemented (as of May 2, 2012)
PPRs Issued and Implemented

Totals

1/2002 – 5/2/2012
PPRs issued
PPRs implemented
Rate of implementation

2,730
2,075
77%

1/2002 – 12/31/2006 (prior to formalization of the PPR Program)
PPRs issued
PPRs implemented 1/2002 – 12/31/2006
Rate of implementation
1/2007 – 5/2/2012 (following the establishment of a formal PPR Program)
PPRs issued
PPRs implemented
Rate of implementation

612
390
63.7%

2,118
1,685
79.5%

TIMELINE
It took approximately one year to initially complete the historic cataloging of five years of PPRs and to establish a program to
centrally track them. Now PPRs issued to agencies by IGs are sent by the IGs to the PPR coordinator on a monthly basis, as
are updates about feedback and implementation that come in from the various City agencies. The PPR Program is an
important function of each IG unit and an indicator that is monitored weekly by DOI executives in our CompStat program.

LEGISLATION
Throughout the years, various Mayoral Executive Orders have empowered the agency. The City Charter (Chapter 34)
establishes that DOI’s Commissioner is empowered to study or investigate what is in the best interest of the City. Executive
Order 16 gives the DOI Commissioner the authority to “develop strategies and programs for the investigation and
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elimination of corruption and other criminal activity affecting the City of New York.” In addition, Executive Order 16 directs
City agencies, in collaboration with DOI, to “formulate a comprehensive anti-corruption program for each agency to identify,
evaluate, and eliminate corruption hazards,” the results of which are filed annually with the Mayor’s Office.
These mandates speak to the mission of the PPR program. In fact, the DOI staff member who tracks the agency’s PPRs
compiles the information for and assists in preparing the annual corruption-hazard report filed with the Mayor’s Office, in
which PPRs and their implementation play an integral role.
Copies of Chapter 34 of the City Charter and Executive Order 16 are attached. Executive Order 16 can also be found on
DOI’s website at the following link: http://www.nyc.gov/html/doi/html/about/report.shtml.

LESSONS LEARNED
The PPR Program is an outgrowth from an important lesson learned: failing to track anti-corruption measures in a systematic
way undermines an agency’s ability to fully understand the strength of its practices, spot potential vulnerabilities across
agencies and prevent schemes from recurring. DOI’s PPR Program allows the City’s integrity agency to ensure agencies are
examining and implementing recommendations that flow from DOI’s investigations to prevent loss of City tax dollars or
safety-related problems.

TRANSFERABILITY
Other integrity agencies can easily adapt a program like DOI’s PPR program.

CONTACTS
Rose Gill Hearn
Commissioner
New York City Department of Investigation
80 Maiden Lane – 18th Floor
(212) 825-5900
Email: communications@doi.nyc.gov
http://www.nyc.gov/html/doi/html/initiatives/ppr.shtml

Facts and figures in this report were provided by the New York City Department of Investigation to New York City Global
Partners.
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The City of New York
Department of Investigation

POLICY/PROCEDURE RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY
OIG
CASE #
CASE NAME
AGENCY INVOLVED
UNIT INVOLVED
SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION
(A SENTENCE OR TWO)

DATE OF CASE CLOSURE
DATE OF POLICY/PROCEDURE
RECOMMENDATION
NAME & TITLE OF PERSON(S)
TO WHOM RECOMMENDATION
WAS MADE
HOW WAS THE
RECOMMENDATION MADE?
(BY PHONE/LETTER/?
IF LETTER, ATTACH)
WHAT WAS THE
RECOMMENDATION?

WAS IT IMPLEMENTED BY THE
AGENCY?
IF NOT, WHY?

